alcohol based liquid washes to make your vehicles, Rolling Stock, and Buildings look dusty, Rusty and dirty.

4 ounce Bottles

Complete instructions at http://www.monroemodels.us/howto.htm

$6.95 Each

THE #1 WEATHERING SOLUTION!

Every modelers best friend to age and weather buildings, details, and railcars. Just brush on and let dry.

It creates a dark gray color that seeps into cracks and crevices to create a better 3D effect for your models. It stains wood, plaster, and plastic to make it look old and....Age Quick.

Scenery Solutions Wash Sets
Liquid Wash Four Packs
4 ounce containers

$24.95 Each set

Set A
970
Real Rust, Dark Earth
Rusty Brown, Grimy Black

Set B
971
Dark Buff, Quick Age
Dark Rust, New Fresh Rust

Set C
972
Medium Earth, Delta Dirt
Desert Sand, White Wash

Images may vary from actual colors due to printer or monitor color variations.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Silica Crystalline (quartz), which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.